
i MapInvasives Survey Types
(version 2.02)

Survey Type
Taxo group 
surveyed

Description
Standard vs 
Specialized

Multiples Table 
description

Example

Simple 
Terrestrial

terrestrial 
plants and 

animals

Survey of a location of interest 
(campground, town park, agricultural 

field), but without pre-determined 
sampling points

Standard
none- if sampling specific 

points, then use 
systematic

A volunteer surveys a town park for kudzu by wandering 
through the park (not systematically). Positive hits are 
recorded as observations and survey polygon is drawn 
around park.

Simple Aquatic
aquatic 

plants and 
animals

Survey of one waterbody (part or entire), 
but without pre-determined sampling 

points; aquatic-specific fields
Standard

none- if sampling specific 
points, then use 

systematic

A lake volunteer paddles back and forth across the lake, 
throwing out the rake occasionally to sample for aquatic 
plants. Any positive hits are recorded as observations and 
survey polygon is drawn around the part of the lake that 
was surveyed.

Systematic 
terrestrial For surveys with multiple, predefined 

yes- multiple survey 

A researcher is sampling a defined area for a target 
species and wants to statisically analyse the data 
afterwards. Twenty random points are generated where Systematic 

Terrestrial
plants and 

animals
sampling points; often as quantitative 

sampling design for research purposes
Specialized

yes- multiple survey 
points w/n survey area

afterwards. Twenty random points are generated where 
plots are to be sampled. Survey polygon drawn around 
defined area containing points, and sampling points listed 
indiviually. Positive hits recorded as observations.

Systematic 
Aquatic

aquatic 
plants and 

animals

For surveys with multiple, predefined 
sampling points; often as quantitative 

sampling design for research purposes
Specialized

yes- multiple survey 
points w/n survey area

A researcher is sampling a lake for a target species and 
wants to statisically analyse the data afterwards. Twenty 
random points are generated where rake tosses are to be 
conducted. Survey polygon drawn around defined area 
containing points, and sampling points listed indiviually. 
Positive hits recorded as observations.
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Cerceris wasp
insects-EAB 

only

Specific survey to watch nests of cerceris 
(native wasp that catches beetles and 

brings them to nest) for EAB
Standard

yes- multiple dates for 
one colony site 

A volunteer monitors a cerceris wasp colony made of many 
holes (nests) in the ground at one location. Cards are 
placed on the wasp entrance holes to trap the EAB carried 
by the wasp back to it's nest. Survey polygon drawn around 
colony site, and positive hits entered as observations.

Host Tree
insects 

(possibly 
pathogens)

For individual trees or clump of trees in a 
defined survey area

Standard
yes- multiple survey 

points w/n survey area

A citizen inspects all the ash trees in their backyard (or 
campground) for EAB. There are ten trees that are each 
assigned a number and status. Survey polygon is drawn 
around the yard, and any positive hits are recorded as 
observations.

Linear anything

Survey along some type of corridor (road, 
trail, river shore)

* To enter linear survey, user draws line Standard
none- line designates 

A volunteer walks a hiking trail and collects way points 
everytime a target species is detected. The points are then 

Linear anything * To enter linear survey, user draws line 
on map, then inputs peripheral distance 

as buffer for automated polygon creation. 

Standard
none- line designates 

survey effort
everytime a target species is detected. The points are then 
entered as observations and long, skinny polygon as 
survey area.
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